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»  Counterfeit and third-party toner cartridges often employ chips that generate false
printer messages leading end users to believe they are using genuine HP cartridges;

»  Ninestar and its subsidiaries produce and market “off-the-shelf chips” that cause
printers to falsely identify non-HP cartridges as genuine HP products;

»  Ninestar and its subsidiaries also produce and market programmable chips capable
of either properly identifying a third-party cartridge as a non-HP product, or
misidentifying the third-party cartridge as a genuine HP product; and

»  Chips from Ninestar and its subsidiaries that generate the deceptive messages feature
code that infringes HP’s copyright and trademark protections.

After testing the cartridges in the printers, MicroNet completed its testing by removing the 
protective covering from the infringing chips—a process known as “de-capping”—to do  
side-by-side comparisons of the exposed silicon housing the microcontrollers. The 
comparison of chip samples provided clear evidence that Ninestar and its subsidiaries 
produced the following:

»  The chips found on counterfeit cartridges that falsely identify third-party cartridges as
HP supplies;

»  The off-the-shelf chips and the re-programmable chips marketed by Ninestar or its
subsidiaries that falsely identify third-party cartridges as HP supplies; and

»  The chips found on cartridges made by Ninestar that correctly identify them as
non-HP products.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

According to the Imaging Supplies Coalition, a non-profit trade 
association, approximately $3.5 billion worth of counterfeit consumables 
are sold annually for use in printers, copiers, and other digital imaging 
hardware. With one of the world’s largest installed bases of digital printing 
devices, hardware from HP Inc. is frequently targeted by counterfeiters.
As part of its ongoing Anti-Counterfeit and Fraud (ACF) effort, HP retained MicroNet 
Solutions, Inc., a recognized expert in reverse-engineering integrated circuits for chip design 
houses and other firms examining patent and intellectual property claims. Chips are a key 
component for ink and toner cartridges, and they are essential to produce counterfeit ink  
and toner cartridges.

After testing chips on various toner cartridges employed in some of HP’s most popular 
LaserJet machines, MicroNet Solutions found:
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Introduction // page 3

Supplies are crucial to the proper operation of any digital imaging device and consumables 
sales generate billions of dollars of revenue annually. Integrated circuits—or chips—allow 
cartridges to communicate with a printing device. Cartridges are sold by original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs) and third-party supplies vendors as well as counterfeiters, and 
most cartridges use chips. Because the global installed base of HP machines is so large, 
the machines are an important target for third-party toner cartridge producers. Likewise, 
counterfeiters also target these machines. HP invests heavily to protect worldwide markets 
from counterfeit HP supplies. To determine the source of chips for counterfeiters, HP retained 
MicroNet Solutions, Inc., a testing lab with expertise in integrated circuits, to analyze and 
compare chip samples taken from a variety of cartridges. 

Samples // page 6

During the summer of 2022, MicroNet Solutions evaluated chip samples taken from select 
HP, third-party, and counterfeit LaserJet cartridges. The lab published its report, which 
this Actionable Intelligence publication is based on, in October 2022. MicroNet’s samples 
came from Ninestar’s G&G-branded remanufactured cartridges purchased directly from 
the company along with counterfeits identified by HP channel partners or seized by 
authorities in China. In addition, the lab examined pre-programmed and programmable 
chips from Ninestar’s chip subsidiary, Geehy Microelectronics (formerly known as Apex 
Microelectronics). The chips were purchased directly through Ninestar’s official chip 
distributor Apus Soluções.

Analysis // page 8

MicroNet Solutions compared and documented the overall experience of printing with the 
various cartridge samples. It found that while chips on the G&G-branded remanufactured 
cartridges properly identified them as non-HP, the third-party chips (pre-programmed and 
programmable) and the chips on the counterfeit cartridges generated deceptive messages 
indicating falsely that the machines had genuine HP cartridges installed. The deceptive chips 
featured code that violated HP’s trademark and copyrights to render the false messages, 
which were displayed both on the machines’ front-panel displays and on their Embedded 
Web Server (EWS) pages. By removing the chip coverings, MicroNet also analyzed certain 
physical characteristics and markings on the silicon that contained the integrated circuits. 
MicroNet concluded that all the violating chips had been developed and manufactured by the 
same company—Ninestar Corporation.
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The importance of supplies to the digital imaging industry cannot be overstated. 
As the world’s leading market research firm covering consumables used in home 
and office digital imaging devices, Actionable Intelligence, Inc. follows the business 
sectors related to ink and toner cartridges closely. Digital printers, copiers, and all-
in-one machines all employ some of today’s most advanced electronic, mechanical, 
chemical, and optical technologies and much of that advanced technology can be 
found in the cartridges they use. In addition to the essential role cartridges play 
in the proper operation of a digital device, the consumables sales also generate 
billions of dollars annually. 

While the majority of third-
party cartridges marketed 
around the world are 
produced by law-abiding 
companies, billions of 
dollars’ worth of counterfeit 
cartridges are also sold 
annually. 

SECTION 1INTRODUCTION

Since the first digital printers were released back in the 1980s, a global industry has 
emerged for producing and marketing third-party cartridges for these machines. Third-party 
supplies vendors market several categories of compatible cartridges. One category includes 
cartridges made entirely of new parts reverse-engineered from those used in cartridges 
designed by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM). Another category is made up of 
refurbished empty cartridges that were originally sold by the OEM. Third-party cartridge 
makers also offer hybrid cartridges featuring certain reused OEM components along with 
newly made non-OEM parts. Each year, companies in Africa, the Americas, Asia, and 
Europe produce millions of third-party ink and toner cartridges. 

While the majority of third-party cartridges marketed around the world are produced by law-
abiding companies, billions of dollars’ worth of counterfeit cartridges are also sold annually. 
Because cartridges are in high demand and are highly profitable, the number of counterfeits 
goes up every year as more criminal groups enter the market.

As one of the original companies to bring to market digital printers, HP Inc. has been a 
leading printer company the past four decades. During that period, HP has sold hundreds 
of millions of its LaserJet devices worldwide. Because the global installed base of these 
machines is so large, most third-party toner cartridge producers market consumables for 
LaserJet units. Counterfeiters also target these machines. 

Counterfeits Cause Big Trouble
Make no mistake, groups that market counterfeit supplies are criminals. They profit by 
tricking customers into believing they are purchasing high-quality products when in reality the 
counterfeiters often sell junk that can cause big problems. Counterfeit cartridges frequently ruin 
the machines that they are used in, and they’ve caused health and safety issues for end users. 

Consumers are not the only ones who are harmed by counterfeiters. Counterfeiters 
grab sales from the third-party companies that play by the rules and deny OEMs their 
consumables revenue as well. Because they are criminals, counterfeiters pay no taxes and 
ignore environmental laws and other regulations, so they also cause big headaches for 
governments in any country where the deceptive products are sold.
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Regardless of whether 
the cartridge is from HP, 
a third-party, or even a 
counterfeiter, it must 
have a chip or the 
LaserJet machine will not 
deliver full functionality. 
In some cases, if the chip 
isn’t working properly, 
the device simply will not  
print. 

In a bid to rid global markets of fake HP-branded LaserJet products, HP works closely 
with law-enforcement agencies around the world as well as other governmental agencies 
and regulatory groups. To protect domestic markets, most countries, including China, 
European Union member states, the United States, and many others, invest heavily to keep 
counterfeiters out. In addition to governmental organizations, HP also works closely with its 
channel partners and its customers to identify counterfeits along with the criminal groups that 
traffic in them. When a cartridge is identified as a counterfeit, HP examines the phony item 
thoroughly inside and out. The counterfeit packaging is scrutinized along with the exterior of 
the cartridge, which is then disassembled, and its individual components are evaluated.  

The magnitude of the problem related to counterfeit HP products is evident in numbers 
released by the firm. During the company’s 2021 fiscal year, which ran from November 2020 
to October 2021, HP’s Anti-Counterfeit and Fraud (ACF) unit confiscated over 3.5 million fake 
print products, including lots of counterfeit HP ink and toner cartridges in markets worldwide. 
Across Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA), the company confiscated approximately 
646,000 counterfeit print products along with an additional 400,000 fakes in the Americas, and 
2.5 million throughout the Asia-Pacific (APAC) region. The firm has indicated that the 
availability of fakes grew during the COVID pandemic and is still on the rise.

Cartridge Chips
One critical component on most ink and toner cartridges, including LaserJet cartridges, is 
a small integrated circuit—or chip—that establishes a two-way communication path with 
firmware inside the printer. Chips provide valuable information about the cartridge and 
its condition, such as where it originated, how many pages it produced, and when it will 
need replacement. Regardless of whether the cartridge is from HP, a third-party, or even a 
counterfeiter, it must have a chip or the LaserJet machine will not deliver full functionality. In 
some cases, if the chip isn’t working properly, the device simply will not print. 

While HP chips can be reused, both legitimate and illegitimate non-OEM cartridge vendors 
marketing LaserJet-compatible supplies also rely on third-party chip makers to supply these 
components. Chips for ink and toner cartridges are niche products and represent only a 
fraction of the global semiconductor market. The number of firms designing and producing 
integrated circuits for printer supplies has always been small. Today only a few companies 
worldwide market cartridge chips and those chips originate at a handful of production facilities.

Chips have external and internal features that are unique to the companies that produce 
them. On the outside, chips from the same manufacturer usually have visual similarities. 
Looking under the hood is more revealing. The chips' integrated circuits are etched into 
a silicon substrate that’s known as a die, which has markings exclusive to its producer. 
Removing the chip’s protective casing, a process known as “decapping,” exposes its circuitry 
and markings. These features are unique to the die and can act as a “fingerprint” to identify 
the chip and manufacturer. 

To better understand how counterfeiters obtained chips for their illegal cartridges, as part 
of its ongoing ACF effort, HP retained MicroNet Solutions, Inc. to analyze and compare an 
assortment of chips obtained from a variety of sources. The Albuquerque, NM-based firm 
is a recognized expert in reverse-engineering integrated circuits. Using its own proprietary 
techniques and software, MicroNet specializes in supporting companies such as chip design 
houses and legal firms examining patent and intellectual property claims. Its laboratory 
processes and testing protocols include establishing custody chains and other procedures 
that render results and conclusions that are largely irrefutable. 
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MicroNet released its results in a 22-page report entitled “Third Party Aftermarket and 
Counterfeit Product Analysis HP Printers / Aftermarket Chips,” which is available for 
free download at this URL: http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/
uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf 

The following Actionable Intelligence publication is based on the key findings and test 
results from the MicroNet report along with materials taken from our website 
(www.Action-Intell.com).

  DOWNLOAD 
THE REPORT

http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf
http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf.
http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf.
http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf
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The analysis was conducted during the summer of 2022 and involved evaluating chip 
samples from HP, third-party, and counterfeit LaserJet 26A (CF226A) and 508A (CF361A) 
cartridges. As shown in the tables below, the samples included chips taken from:

1.  Genuine CF226A and CF361A toner cartridges
2.  Third-party chips taken from counterfeit HP cartridges
3.  Third-party chips taken from G&G toner cartridges marketed by Ninestar Corporation

In addition to the samples taken from finished cartridges, MicroNet looked at third-party chips
purchased from suppliers that sell components to companies producing toner cartridges.

TABLE 1
Chip types tested Sample type Whole cartridge vs. 

Stand-alone chip
Trademark/  
Manufacturing field

Pre-programmed vs. 
Programmable

I Whole cartridge Non-HP Pre-programmed

II Stand-alone chip HP Pre-programmed

III Stand-alone chip Programmable Programmable

IV Whole cartridge (counterfeit) HP Pre-programmed

V Original HP cartridge HP Non-programmable

TABLE 2
Tested chip sample details

Samples Description

Sample #1 Aftermarket chip found on counterfeit CF226X cartridge found in Germany

Sample #2 Aftermarket chip found on counterfeit CF226X cartridge found in Germany

Sample #3 Aftermarket chip found on counterfeit CF361A cartridge found in China

Sample #4 Aftermarket chip found on CF361A cartridge made by Ninestar

Sample #5 Aftermarket CF361X chip sold by Apus Soluções – official distributor of Apex 
Microelectronics (a member of the Ninestar group)

Sample #6 Aftermarket CF226X chip sold by Apus Soluções – official distributor of Apex 
Microelectronics (a member of the Ninestar group)

Sample #7 Re-programmable aftermarket B73 chip sold by Apex Microelectronics (a member of 
the Ninestar group)

Sample #7a B73 chip programmed to CF226A-N-V2 part number (non-HP cartridge)

Sample #7b B73 chip programmed to CF226A-V2 part number (genuine HP cartridge)

Sample #7c B73 chip programmed to CF360A-N-V2 part number (non-HP cartridge)

Sample #7d B73 chip programmed to CF360A-V2 part number (genuine HP cartridge)

Sample #8 Original CF226A HP chip

Sample #9 Original CF361A HP chip

SECTION 2SAMPLES
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The counterfeit CF361A cartridge that MicroNet analyzed was obtained from the Chinese 
authorities as part of a criminal counterfeit investigation in 2021. China’s government is 
dedicated to eradicating the criminal gangs that leverage the country’s technically-advanced 
manufacturing assets to produce fake cartridges. Actionable Intelligence estimates that 
China’s domestic third-party supplies industry sells close to $2 billion worth of cartridges 
annually and employs tens of thousands of workers. Because counterfeits harm this vital 
business, China’s law enforcement and other governmental agencies are constantly on the 
lookout for counterfeit supplies and HP has been a key partner in this effort.  

MicroNet also examined two counterfeit CF226X samples sourced from an HP channel 
partner in Germany. As noted, HP runs various programs to help its customers and channel 
partners identify counterfeits. The German channel partner informed HP that it was 
suspicious about cartridges it found in a larger order that it received from a wholesaler in 
The Netherlands. An HP audit of the shipment revealed a portion of the cartridges were 
determined to be counterfeit. The Dutch distributor was notified and acknowledged it had 
shipped the order. The company surmised that it had purchased the counterfeits from one of 
a number of suppliers it did business with in Eastern Europe.  

In addition to the counterfeits, MicroNet also analyzed chips from Ninestar’s G&G-branded 
remanufactured cartridges. This sample was taken from cartridges purchased by HP agents 
directly from the manufacturer. Along with its numerous subsidiaries, Ninestar Corporation is 
the world’s largest third-party cartridge manufacturer. Based in Zhuhai, Guangdong in the 
People’s Republic of China, Ninestar is a public company listed on the Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange (002180.SZ) with a market cap of over $11 billion as of this writing. In 2021, the 
firm reported that its general consumables sales, which were made up primarily of third-party 
ink, toner, and ribbon cartridges, totaled nearly $865 million. 

In addition to general consumables, Ninestar and its subsidiaries market a variety of products 
that range from cartridge components (including chips) to printers and all-in-one devices. 
MicroNet examined pre-programmed and programmable individual chips sold by Ninestar’s 
chip subsidiary, Geehy Microelectronics, which was formerly known as Apex Microelectronics 
until its name change in September 2022. Sample chips were also acquired from Ninestar’s 
official chip distributor, Apus Soluções, which is based in Brazil. Thanks to its chip subsidiaries, 
Ninestar is the world’s largest third-party cartridge chip producer and markets a range of chips 
for LaserJet compatible supplies. In 2021, the firm reported it had sold 444.5 million chips.

Because counterfeits harm 
this vital business, China’s 
law enforcement and other 
governmental agencies are 
constantly on the lookout 
for counterfeit supplies and 
HP has been a key partner 
in this effort.
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As part of the testing results published by MicroNet, the company compared and documented 
the overall experience of printing with the various cartridges. The CF226 sample cartridges 
were used in an HP LaserJet M402dn printer (left) and the CF361 samples were used in an 
HP LaserJet M553dn machine (right). 

SECTION 3ANALYSIS

(Note: The following images are from the MicroNet report referenced earlier.)

While testing two counterfeit CF226X cartridges discovered by HP’s channel partner in 
Germany, MicroNet found that the chips generated deceptive messages indicating falsely 
that genuine HP cartridges were installed in the machine. The messages were displayed on 
the HP LaserJet M402dn printer’s front panel (see below).

In addition to generating a false message for the front panel display, the chips on the 
counterfeits identified the cartridges as “Genuine HP” on the machine’s Embedded Web Server 
(EWS) page (see below). Each HP LaserJet device has an individual EWS, which reports the 
machine’s operational status via the web and provides supports such as firmware updates. 
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We were surprised by the test results that MicroNet published for chips sourced from Apex 
and from Apus Soluções for use on third-party CF226X cartridges. As with the chips on the 
two counterfeit CF226X cartridges, the Apus Soluções chips also indicated falsely that the 
cartridges being used in the LaserJet M402dn were genuine HP supplies on both the front 
panel display (left) and the EWS (right). 

In addition to pre-programmed chips, Apex markets a device that can program cartridge chips 
for deployment on a variety of cartridges. Apex’s Unismart unit programs chips to work on a 
range of electrophotographic machines from various hardware manufacturers, including HP 
LaserJets. According to MicroNet, using the Unismart device, the third-party CF226X chips it 
examined can be programmed to indicate correctly that a non-HP supply is installed in the 
machine (left). Surprisingly, MicroNet’s report indicates that the Unismart machine can also 
be set to program chips to send false messages like those on the counterfeit cartridges 
saying that a genuine HP cartridge is installed (right). MicroNet found that regardless of how 
the chip is programmed, its messages are viewable on the front panel display as well as in 
the EWS. 

More Deceptive Messaging
When MicroNet tested the counterfeit CF361A cartridge, the results it obtained were similar to 
the results produced by the counterfeit CF226X cartridges. The chip on the counterfeit 
CF361A falsely indicated that it was a genuine HP supply. The message appears on the front 
panel display and on the EWS page (see below).

(Note: For more chips programmed using Ninestar’s Unismart technology, see Appendix 1 and 
Appendix 2.)
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The test results from Ninestar’s remanufactured CF361A cartridge sample were distinct from the 
results from the counterfeit sample. On both the front panel display and on the EWS page, the 
chip on the Ninestar product correctly identified the cartridge as a non-HP supply (see below).

MicroNet also tested Apex CF361X chips sourced from the Chinese firm’s distributor, Apus 
Soluções, and like its CF226X, the Brazilian firm’s chips generated the same messages as 
the third-party chips on the counterfeit cartridge. The CF361X chips from Apus Soluções 
indicated falsely that the cartridges being used in the HP LaserJet M553dn were genuine HP 
supplies on both the front panel display and the EWS (see below). 

Surprising Results
We did not expect to read about the false messages generated by certain chips programmed 
using Ninestar’s Unismart device or purchased from Apus Soluções. While Actionable 
Intelligence was aware that chips can send deceptive messages, we understood that the 
problem had been addressed long ago in third-party chips designed for use on cartridges 
employed by LaserJet machines.

Few printers initially featured firmware with the capability of identifying the manufacturer 
of the cartridge being used. This functionality has only been available for a decade or so. 
Because coders reverse-engineered the OEM’s code as closely as possible, it was not 
uncommon for third-party chips to erroneously generate messages in the limited number of 
machines capable of rendering the messages. However, as the number of machines able to 
identify a cartridge’s manufacturer grew, messaging became a bigger issue. 

When testing the Apex CF361X chips programmed using a Unismart unit, MicroNet 
discovered that the CF361X chips can be programmed to generate either a correct or incorrect 
message displayed on the front panel display and in the EWS (see below). The correct 
message, of course, was that the printer was using a non-HP supply (left). However, as with 
the CF226X chips, the Unismart device can also be set to program CF361X chips so they 
render a bogus message like the chips on the counterfeits, indicating falsely that a genuine 
HP cartridge is installed (right).
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In 2013, HP addressed the situation. The firm notified third-party chip designers that their 
code sent erroneous prompts and informed them how changes could be made so that their 
chips would send the correct message. At the time, HP had 22 cartridges used in  
17 LaserJet machines capable of prompting the printer’s firmware of the cartridge’s origin, 
and the installed base of devices with the functionality was growing. Since 2014, all LaserJets 
can provide messages to end users about the origin of cartridges installed in the device.

To instruct third-party chip designers how to prevent their chips from generating deceptive 
messages, HP released a four-page technical white paper, which is still available (click to 
access Aftermarket Chips for HP LaserJet Printers: Recommended Changes to Avoid 
Brand Misidentification). The white paper explains that only a few ASCII characters in a 
couple of lines of the chip’s code renders the message about the cartridge’s manufacturer 
that is read by the printer’s firmware. Specifically, the code in the data structure of third-party 
chips cannot use the term “HP” in the trademark field or a false message will be generated. 
HP’s technical paper explains, by using the proper trademark code, companies marketing 
third-party cartridges can “validate that their products are not used to pass off counterfeit 
product.”

HP representatives worked with the third-party cartridge industry to address the messaging 
issue. According to a report in 2013 from the Recycling Times Media Corp., which caters to 
China’s third-party supplies industry, HP representatives warned some 200 remanufacturers 
from more than 40 countries at an event in Ninestar’s home city of Zhuhai that by misusing its 
trademark, third-party chips could send “messages to the printer that infringe HP’s intellectual 
property.” In a video, an RT Media spokesperson said that HP representatives made clear 
that “Consumers are being misled when the message on the printer screen says ‘genuine HP 
installed’ when an aftermarket cartridge is being used. It also infringes HP’s brand.”

An Issue Again
While we thought the issue had been resolved, it appears that the practice of violating HP’s 
trademark to send messages to end users continues. In its report, MicroNet indicated that its 
testing found that certain chips from Ninestar and its subsidiaries generate false messages 
because of the misuse of HP’s trademark in the code. MicroNet examined the data from 
third-party CF226X chips processed by the firmware in the LaserJet M402dn printer. For the 
third-party cartridges indicating genuine HP supplies were being used like those taken from 
counterfeit cartridges or purchased from Apex and Apus Soluções, MicroNet found the HP 
trademark in the code. As a result, the chips then transmitted false information about the 
cartridge’s brand and manufacturer, which was read by the printer’s firmware and the front-
panel and EWS reported that HP cartridges were being used. 

Examining the code from the chip programmed by the Unismart device that displayed the 
correct message, MicroNet found that the HP trademark was not used. The same was true for 
the chip taken from the Ninestar G&G-branded sample, which generated the correct message.

For the chip samples designed for use in the LaserJet M553dn printer, MicroNet analyzed the 
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) object identifier (OID) data and found very 
similar results to the code from the third-party CF226X chips. Once again, the firm found that 
the third-party chips taken from the counterfeits and those chips purchased from Apex and 
Apus Soluções generated code that contained data in the trademark field indicating they were 
HP cartridges. The printer’s firmware then processed data from these third-party CF361X 
chips and falsely reported the cartridges were genuine HP supplies. 

HP representatives warned 
some 200 remanufacturers 
from more than 40 countries 
that by misusing its 
trademark, third-party chips 
could send “messages to 
the printer that infringe HP’s 
intellectual property.”

https://www.action-intell.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/HP-Chip-White-Paper.pdf
https://www.action-intell.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/HP-Chip-White-Paper.pdf
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In addition to the code that misidentified the cartridge brand and manufacturer, MicroNet  
provided code from the chip sample taken from the Ninestar compatible CF361X cartridge. 
It did not contain the HP trademark and thus indicated correctly that a non-HP cartridge was 
being used. Similarly, MicroNet provided code from chips programmed by the Unismart unit 
that would report either correct or false messages depending on the device settings. 

(Note: For more on code samples, see Appendix 2.)

Die Markings
In addition to comparing the behavior of machines using HP, third-party, and counterfeit 
cartridges, MicroNet analyzed certain physical characteristics of the chips in the samples it 
received. As part of that analysis, the firm removed the protective coverings from the sample 
chips and did a side-by-side comparison of each chip’s die, which as noted earlier is the 
silicon substrate where the integrated circuits are etched. 

According to MicroNet, the purpose of the die marking comparisons was to “confirm” if the 
chip samples it analyzed “were developed and manufactured by the same company.” The 
firm said, “The chip layouts, manufacturer-branding, markings, and IDs serve as a fingerprint 
for confirming that the chips are made by the same manufacturer.” After decapping the chips 
and comparing the dies, MicroNet’s findings were revealing.

Below are images of the decapped dies from three chip samples. The similarities are striking. 
The top left photo shows the die of the chip taken from the counterfeit CF226X cartridge. The 
die from the CF226X chip sold by Apus Soluções is shown in the photo on the top right. The 
third image is a photo of the die from the third-party chip for the CF361X sourced from Apus 
Soluções. After examining these images, MicroNet concluded that the three samples were 
“developed and manufactured by the same company.” 

The MicroNet report also presents a second set of photos, which are shown on the next page. 
The top left and right images, respectively, are of the dies from the chips found on counterfeit 
CF226X and CF361X cartridges. The bottom left picture shows the die of the chip from the 
Ninestar CF361A cartridge sample. The bottom right image is a photo of the die from a 
programmable chip marketed by Apex for use with its Unismart device. As with the photos 
above, the similarities of the dies shown in this group of photos are undeniable.

The chip layouts, 
manufacturer-branding, 
markings, and IDs serve as 
a fingerprint for confirming 
that the chips are made by 
the same manufacturer. 
After decapping the chips 
and comparing the dies, 
MicroNet’s findings were 
revealing.
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The MicroNet report also presents a second set of photos, which are shown below. The top 
left and right images, respectively, are of the dies from the chips found on counterfeit CF226X 
and CF361X cartridges. The bottom left picture shows the die of the chip from the Ninestar 
CF361A cartridges. The bottom right image is a photo of the die from a programmable chip 
marketed by Apex for use with its Unismart device. As with the photos above, the similarities 
of the dies shown in this group of photos are undeniable.

A close comparison of the above four dies led MicroNet to conclude that the chips taken from 
the counterfeit CF226X and CF361A cartridges and the Ninestar CF361A compatible along 
with Apex Unismart chips all came from the same source. According to MicroNet, “There is 
clear evidence that…[the] chips were developed and manufactured by the same company.”

Key Findings

The results from MicroNet’s testing led the company to some damning conclusions. 
While it in no way indicated that Ninestar is marketing counterfeits, MicroNet said 
its testing reveals that Ninestar and its subsidiaries are marketing chips and other 
technologies that counterfeiters also use in their fake cartridges.

According to MicroNet:  
1.  Third-party chips found on counterfeits were sourced from Ninestar and its

subsidiaries and those chips generate false messages that lead end users to believe
they are using genuine HP cartridges when using counterfeit products

2.  Ninestar and its subsidiaries produce and market “off-the-shelf chips” that falsely
identify third-party cartridges as genuine HP cartridges

3.  Ninestar and its subsidiaries market chips that can be programmed to identify a
cartridge either as a genuine HP or as a non-HP cartridge

4.  Side-by-side comparisons of the die markings on de-capped microcontrollers of the
chip samples provide clear evidence that the following were all developed and
produced by Ninestar and its subsidiaries:

» Chips found on counterfeit cartridges

» Off-the-shelf chips sold by certain Ninestar subsidiaries

» Chips found on cartridges made by Ninestar

» Re-programmable chips marketed by Ninestar or its subsidiaries

  DOWNLOAD 
THE REPORT

http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf
http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf.
http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf.
http://micronetsol.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/22R0041_MSI_HP_Third_Party_Analysis.pdf
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Apex chip programmed using Unismart unit set to the CF226A-N-V2 part number (left) and 
the CF226A-V2 part number (right)

APPENDIX 1
Programming Chips using an Apex Unismart Device
Among the chips MicroNet tested, the lab examined “re-programmable” chips (see tables on page 6) 
designed to be programmed using a Unismart device. Introduced in 2007 by Apex Microelectronics, the 
Unismart chip-resetter quickly became popular with companies producing third-party cartridges and has been 
upgraded several times since its launch. Currently, Apex markets the Unismart 3 unit (see https://
www.apexmic.com/unismart/about). According to Recycling Times Magazine, a trade magazine based in 
Zhuhai, China, that caters to China’s third-party supplies industry, the Unismart 3 premiered in 2017 and can 
reset over 4,000 chipsets used on ink or toner cartridges (see https://www.rtmworld.com/unboxing-the-
latest-chip-resetter-unismart-3/).

Using a Unismart unit, MicroNet programmed sample Apex chips for toner cartridges employed by the HP 
LaserJet M402dn Printer and samples for HP LaserJet M553dn Printer toner cartridges. MicroNet’s testing 
determined that the Unismart device allows end users to program a chip so that it will properly identify itself 
to the printer—and thus to end users—as being a third-party product. On the other hand, the device also has 
settings so a chip can be programmed such that it will misidentify itself as being from HP.

Below are images taken from the screen of a Unismart device being used to program Apex chips. The image 
on the left shows the Unismart setting to the CF226A-N-V2 part number, which programs the chip to 
accurately identify the cartridge as non-HP when used in an HP LaserJet M402dn. Earlier in this report we 
showed the printer front panel and EWS with the correct message (see page 9). Conversely, the image on the 
right shows the Unismart setting to the CF226A-V2 part number, which MicroNet discovered erroneously 
identifies a third-party cartridge as “Genuine HP” on the printer’s front panel and EWS (see page 9).

https://www.apexmic.com/unismart/about
https://www.apexmic.com/unismart/about
https://www.rtmworld.com/unboxing-the-latest-chip-resetter-unismart-3/
https://www.rtmworld.com/unboxing-the-latest-chip-resetter-unismart-3/
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When testing the Unismart device programming Apex chips for use on cartridges employed by HP LaserJet 
M553dn machines, MicroNet had similar findings. The image on the left below shows a Unismart screen set 
to program the chip to the CF360A-N-V2 part number, which allows the chip to correctly identify the 
cartridge as non-HP on the printer’s front panel  and EWS (see page 10). The image on the right below 
shows the Unismart screen set to program a chip to the CF360A-V2 part number so that it misidentifies a 
third-party cartridge as an HP product on the printer’s front panel and EWS (see page 10).

Apex chip programmed using Unismart unit set to the CF360A-N-V2 part number (left) and the 
CF360A-V2 part number (right)

In its report, MicroNet said the chips taken from the counterfeit samples had been programmed using Unismart 
technology. According to the report, the lab found “clear evidence” that chips on the counterfeit samples 
originated at “the same manufacturer” as the chips on the Ninestar cartridge sample and the chips marketed by 
Apex. The images below are from the MicroNet report showing screens on the Unismart device identifying chips 
removed from the LaserJet CF226X (left) and CF361A (right) counterfeits as Apex chips. 

Unismart screens identifying chips removed from the counterfeit CF226X (left) and counterfeit CF361A (right) 
as Apex chips
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Revealing Code
To further investigate the behavior of the various chip samples, MicroNet compared sections of code taken 
from HP and third-party chips. Below are sections of code extracted from third-party chips taken from the 
counterfeit CF226X cartridges and pre-programmed Apex CF226X chips sold by Apus Soluções along with 
code from an original HP chip. A red box has been placed around the trademark fields in the code. Note that 
whether the chip is from HP or from a third party, the value used indicates the chip’s brand and manufacturer 
is “HP.” This value, which is HP’s propriety IP, is what causes both HP and third-party cartridges to be 
identified as “Genuine HP” on the printer front panel and in its EWS.

Code extracted from chips on the two counterfeit CF226X cartridges (top left and top right) and the Apex 
CF226X chip sold by Apus Soluções (bottom left), along with code from the original HP CF226A chip 
(bottom right)

The MicroNet report featured code taken from Apex chips programmed by the Unismart device for use on 
CF226A cartridges. The code on the left is from a chip programmed to the CF226-N-V2 part number, 
which correctly identifies the cartridge as non-HP. The code on the right is from a chip programmed to the 
CF226-V2 part number, which misidentifies the cartridge as genuine HP.

Code extracted from Apex chips programmed using the Unismart device set to the CF226-N-V2 
part number (left) and the CF226-V2 part number (right)

APPENDIX 2
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The MicroNet report features samples of SNMP OID data from the CF361A and CF361X cartridges. The lab 
offered sections of the data showing the trademark field as seen by the SNMP accessing the firmware in an 
HP LaserJet M553dn printer. The sample below presents lines of data with either the value “yèHP used to 
identify an HP original cartridge or “yè for a cartridge from a third party.  

SNMP OID data from the CF361A and CF361X cartridges

MicroNet also presented another set of SNMP OID data used by LaserJet M553dn firmware to identify the 
type of cartridge. In this data, the value 01 indicates an original HP cartridge and 02 is used to signify non-
HP cartridges.

SNMP OID data from the CF361A and CF361X cartridges

The following pairings show the data from the various samples and the identities they produce:

Chip from counterfeit with SNMP OID data that misidentifies the cartridge as HP

Chip from Ninestar cartridge with SNMP OID data correctly identifying it as non-HP
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Chip from Apus Soluções with data that misidentifies the cartridge as HP

Chip programmed using Unismart device that correctly identifies cartridge as non-HP

Chip programmed using Unismart device that misidentifies cartridge as genuine HP

Chip from HP cartridge with data that correctly identifies it as genuine HP
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Actionable Intelligence is the leading source for news, analysis, and research on the digital 
printer and MFP industry and the original and third-party consumables business. Actionable 
Intelligence provides clients with customized research and consulting, as well as up-to-date 
news and strategic analysis on Action-Intell.com, the industry’s leading destination site visited 
by tens of thousands of printer and supplies executives worldwide. Global printer OEMs, 
third-party supplies vendors, distributors, resellers, and a diverse mix of other companies rely 
on Actionable Intelligence to deliver timely and accurate information about the trends shaping 
the printer hardware and supplies markets. To learn more about Actionable Intelligence, visit 
www.action-intell.com.

About Actionable Intelligence
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